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Abstract

Map labeling is of fundamental importance in cartography and geographical information sys-
tems and is one of the areas targeted for research by the ACM Computational Geometry Impact
Task Force. Previous work on map labeling has focused on the problem of placing maximal uni-
form, axis-aligned, disjoint rectangles on the plane so that each point feature to be labeled lies at
the corner of one rectangle. Here, we consider a number of variants of the map labeling problem.

We obtain three general types of results. First, we devise constant-factor polynomial-time ap-
proximation algorithms for labeling point features by rectangular labels, where the feature may
lie anywhere on the boundary of its label region and where labeling rectangles may be placed
in any orientation. These results generalize to the case of elliptical labels.Secondly, we con-
sider the problem of labeling a map consisting of disjoint rectilinear line segments. We obtain
constant-factor polynomial-time approximation algorithms for thegeneral problem and an op-
timal algorithm for the special case where all segments are horizontal. Finally, we formulate a
bicriteria version of the map-labeling problem and provide bicriteriapolynomial-time approxi-
mation schemes for a number of such problems.
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1 Introduction

Automatic map-making is an important part of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Although
nearly two decades of development have led to some good map-making algorithms, cartographic
knowledge and experience remain critical to the productionof good maps: “the craft of making maps
is still an indispensable ingredient” [BC94]. Map labelinghas been targeted by the ACM Computa-
tional Geometry Task Force [CGI96] as one of the important areas of research in Discrete Compu-
tational Geometry. As pointed out in [CMS95], applicationsin cartography require three different
label-placement tasks: (i) labeling area features (such ascountries and oceans); (ii) labeling line (seg-
ment) features (such as rivers and roads); and (iii) labeling point features (such as cities and mountain
peaks). An efficient algorithm must solve these three label-placement tasks simultaneously. Note that
all three tasks share a combinatorial aspect: labels must not overlap; as remarked in [CMS95], this
aspect of label placement is independent of the nature of thefeatures being labeled and is perhaps the
most basic problem to solve for automating label placement.In this paper we focus on generating
non-overlapping label placements for point features and rectilinear (axis-parallel) segment features.

Cartographic labeling requires a cartographer to considermany conflicting criteria for labeling
the maps, such as location, orientation, shape, size, and typography for each label. In a seminal paper
in this area, Imhof [Im75] illustrates these goals by giving100 examples of good and bad labeling
decisions. As pointed out in [MS91], the following concernsare of particular importance: (i) the
degree to which labels overlap with each other and obscure cartographic features; (ii) the degree to
which labels are unambiguously and clearly associated withthe features they identify; (iii)a priori
preferences among a canonical set of potential label positions; and (iv) the number of point features
left unlabeled. Legibility may take precedence over aesthetic placement, especially for technical
maps where every feature must be labeled [FW91].

These considerations lead us to define thegeneral point-feature map-labelingproblem. An in-
stance of this problem consists of a set of point features anda set of constraints (such as permissible
amount of overlap) for placing labels. The goal of the problem is to label each feature so as to satisfy
the constraints.

2 Related Literature

Current practical approaches to map-making use a mixed strategy for solving the map-labeling prob-
lem: the problem is first formulated mathematically and solved algorithmically, then experienced
cartographers use their know-how and sense of aesthetic to refine the result.

On the theoretical side, Formann and Wagner [FW91] studied the problem of labeling a set ofn points such that each point is assigned an axis-aligned labeling rectangle, each rectangle is placed
so that one of its corners is the point feature it labels, all rectangles have the same size, and the size
of the rectangles is maximized. They proved that this problem is NP-complete and that, unlessP =NP , no polynomial-time approximation algorithm can do betterthan 50% of optimal; moreover,
they presented anO(n logn) time approximation algorithm achieving this bound. Wagner[Wag94]
then proved that an approximation algorithm that achieves this bound must take
(n logn) time.
More recently, Wagner and Wolff [WW95, WF95] introduced some heuristics that appear to perform
well on small problems. [KMPS93] gave two exact algorithms with time complexitiesO(4pn) andO(4pn log n); these algorithms can be used to find optimal solutions for small instances(about 100
points).
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In general, map labeling appears to be a hard problem since itis closely related to the NP-hard
independent setandkSATproblems [KR92]. Other researchers have built automated map-labeling
systems since the early 70’s, typically using a combinationof heuristics such as mathematical pro-
gramming, gradient descent, etc.; a comprehensive survey and list of references can be found in
[CMS93]. Given that map-labeling can be thought of as attempting to meet a set of rules [Im75],
several researchers have also attempted to solve the problem using techniques from artificial intelli-
gence and logic programming (see, for instance, [Jo89]); the aforementioned survey also discusses
these attempts as does [DF92].

3 Our Results

We study several variants of the general point-feature map-labeling problem. Our results significantly
extend and generalize those of [CMS93, FW91] on the complexity and approximability of the map-
labeling problem. We consider the following two generalizations of the problem: (i) allowing the
labels to be rectangular or elliptical while removing any restriction on their orientation; and (ii)
allowing a feature to be anywhere on the boundary of its labelregion (rather than at a vertex of its
labeling rectangle). These generalizations reflect the fact that, in many of today’s electronic maps,
labels are not restricted to textual matter, but may also be graphical (although even purely textual
labels have long been placed non-horizontally in maps). In all of these cases, we retain the objective
function proposed by Wagner and his colleagues, namely the size of the uniform labeling areas.
Figure 1 illustrates the large potential gains resulting from our generalization: part (a) shows the
largest axis-aligned square labels, while part (b) shows the largest square labels in our model.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The difference between Wagner’s model and ours.

We also note that most previous research in map labeling deals with how to label sites (points),
while we mentioned earlier that linear features (rivers, streets, etc.) often need their own labels.
In practice, we often need to label rectilinear line segments, such as city streets or VLSI circuits.
The labeling area associated with such segments is a rectangle, the length of which is the length of
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the corresponding segment and the width of which is to be maximized (subject to the constraints of
the problem); this area can be placed in one of three positions: above or below a horizontal segment
(naturally, left or right of a vertical segment) or across and at the middle of it (i.e., making the segment
the mid-edge of the labeling area).

Given the complexity of the map-labeling problem, we investigate the existence of polynomial-
time approximation algorithms. We present the first polynomial-time approximation algorithms and
approximation schemes for a number of variants of the generalized map-labeling problem. Recall
that an approximation algorithm for a maximization problem� provides aperformance guaranteeof0 < � � 1 if, for every instanceI of �, the solution value returned by the approximation algorithm
is within a factor� of the optimal value forI. We obtain the following results for the generalized
map-labeling problem:� For labeling a map with uniform squares (in arbitrary orientations), we provide a polynomial-

time approximation algorithm with a performance guaranteeof 8p2= sin(�=10).� For labeling a map with uniform circles, we provide a polynomial-time approximation algo-
rithm with a performance guarantee of4(2 +p3).� For labeling a map with uniform regular polygons, we prove that there exists a constant-factor,
polynomial-time approximation algorithm for each type of regular polygon.� For labeling rectilinear segments with rectangles of uniform width, we provide a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm with a performance guaranteeof 2. We also show that the prob-
lem can be solved exactly in�(n log n) time when all segments are horizontal.

Our approximation algorithms for labeling point features are very efficient and easily implemented;
all run inO(n log n) time with small constants.

Going back to the criteria of [MS91], we note that one criterion listed is the number of features left
unlabeled—we all have encountered maps with unlabeled features. Yet all the algorithms mentioned
above label every feature. By allowing a small number of features to remain unlabeled, we may
be able to better label the other features. This approach introduces a trade-off between the quality
(size) of the labels placed and the number of unlabeled features. We present a bicriteria framework in
which, forn features and any given�, we must find a placement of at least(1� �) � n labels, each of
size at least(1� c � �) times the optimal labels, for some positive constantc. We present a simple, yet
very general technique, based on discretization of the map and its labels, to construct a polynomial-
time approximation scheme for this problem and its variants. Since it has been shown in [FW91] that
the map-labeling problem cannot be approximated within a factor of 2 unlessP = NP , our bicriteria
framework offers one way to overcome the limitations imposed by labeling every feature.

4 Preliminaries

We define formally our two problems for labeling point features and briefly discuss a related tractable
problem that we shall use in our approximation algorithms. We give definitions for the decision
versions of our problems, in the interest of clarifying the formal computational complexity of these
problems; the optimization version is trivially formulated from the decision version.

Definition 4.1 An instance of the problem of Map Labeling with Uniform Squares (MLUS)
consists of n points (features) in the plane and a positive integer bound B. The question is
whether there exists a placement for n squares, each of side B, such that



5� no two squares intersect; and� each point lies on a square and no two points lie on the same square.

Observe that the solution to the MLUS optimization problem diverges if we have four or fewer points:
with four points (in general position), each point can have associated with it an infinite square. Since
an infinite square is effectively a quarter of the plane, divergent solutions cannot exist for five or more
distinct points.

Definition 4.2 An instance of the problem of Map Labeling with Uniform Circles (MLUC) is
given by a set of n points (features) in the plane and a positive integer bound B. The
question is whether there exists a placement for n circles, each of radius B, such that� no two circles intersect; and� each point lies on a circle and no two points lie on the same circle.

Observe that the solution to the MLUC optimization problem diverges if we have just two points, but
must be finite for three or more points, since an infinite circle is effectively a half-plane.

We shall make extensive use of the following well-solved problem.

Definition 4.3 Given a set S of points, the k-diameter of any subset of k points is the maxi-
mum distance between any two points in the subset. The minimum k-diameter of S, denotedDk(S), is the smallest value of the k-diameter among all subsets of S of size k.

How to compute the minimumk-diameter was studied by [EE94, DLSS]; they gave an algorithm
that returns the value inO(n log n) time. We make some simple observations about the minimumk-diameter.

Lemma 4.4 D1 � D2 � : : : � Dn�1 � Dn.

Lemma 4.5 Let � > 2 be some constant and draw a circle of radius Dk� centered at some
point pi 2 S; then this circle contains at most k � 1 points.

Proof: The maximum distance between any two points inside the circle is at most the diameter of
the circle, which is2Dk=� < Dk. If the circle were to contain at leastk points, then thesek points
would constitute a subset of sizek with diameter less thanDk contradicting the definition ofDk.

5 Map Labeling With Uniform Squares

LetL� denote the size of each square in the optimal solution of the problem MLUS.

Lemma 5.1 A set of five points with diameter D5 has optimal labeling squares of size at mostD5= sin(�=10).
Proof: Call the five pointsa, b, c, d, ande, and assume that the diameterD5 occurs between pointsa
andb. We then can place a regular pentagonP 0 of sideD5 that circumscribes all five points. LetL be
the size of the largest labeling square for the original five points andL0 be the largest labeling square
for the five vertices of the regular pentagonP 0; obviously, we haveL � L0. Let the vertices ofP 0 bea0; b0; c0; d0 ande0. Symmetry immediately implies that the largest labeling squares for the vertices ofP 0 are arranged aroundP 0 in a ring such that one vertex of each labeling square is placed exactly at
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t

Figure 2: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 5.1.

the vertex ofP 0 that it labels; moreover, two adjacent labeling squares fora0; b0 2 P 0 meet at the tipt
of one of the two edges, saya0t and these two edgesa0t andb0t together witha0b0 form a right triangle
with the inner angles ata0; b0; t being2�=5; �=2; �=10 respectively (Figure 2). The ratio of the sides
of P 0 over the sides of the labeling squares is easily seen to besin(�=10). ThusL0 is 1= sin(�=10)
times the edge length ofP 0, which isD5 by construction; thus we haveL � L0 = D5= sin(�=10).
Theorem 5.2 A set S of point has maximum labeling squares of size at mostD5(S)= sin(�=10).

Denote the distance between two pointspi; pj 2 S by dij and denote byCi the circle centered at

point pi 2 S with radiusD5(S)� . By Lemma 4.5,Ci contains at most four points ofS (counting its
center). Denote byni the number of points ofS within Ci; in the following, we assume, without loss
of generality, that we haveni = 4. We shall place a square of sideD5(S)4�p2 at each pointpi; note that

the largest dimension of this square is its diagonal, which has lengthD5(S)4� .
We now proceed to describe the algorithm; since the algorithm effectively places the squares, we

state the main result as a theorem and prove it constructively by providing the algorithm. We then
analyze the running time of the algorithm.

Lemma 5.3 Given a set S of points to be labeled with uniform squares, there exists a set of
square labels, each of size L0 � D5(S)4�p2 .

Proof: Our proof is a recursive procedure that labels each point: we select some pointpi and show
how to place a square of sizeL0 touchingpi. Assume, without loss of generality, that we haveni = 4
and denote the other three points inCi by pj , pk andpl. Consider the circleC 0i centered atpi with
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radiusD5(S)2� —half the radius ofCi. We distinguish four cases, depending on how many ofpj , pk,
andpl fall within C 0i.

1. C 0i only containspi. This case is easy. We can labelpi with a square in any arbitrary position:
sincepi is at least two diagonals away from any of its neighbors, its labeling square cannot
affect the positioning of labeling squares for its neighbors. Our procedure thus removespi,
recursively labels all remaining points, then labelspi.

2. C 0i containspi and one more point.Let that point bepj. As in the previous case, note that the
positioning of the label forpi cannot directly affect the positioning of the labels forpk andpl.
Thus we need only placepi’s label so as to avoid restricting the placement ofpj ’s label. To do
this, we removepi, recursively label the remaining points, then labelpi; since only the label
of pj can affect the label ofpi, we can always rotate the label ofpj if needed (if it actually
containspi, we need to rotate it; but then also, the rotation cannot affect any other labeling
squares) and then labelpi itself.

3. C 0i containspi and two more points.Let these points bepj andpk. We further subdivide this

case as follows. LetC 00i be the circle centered atpi of radiusD5(S)4� , half the radius ofC 0i and a
quarter of the radius ofCi. We now distinguish three cases, according to the number of points
within C 00i —as illustrated in Figure 3.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Case 3 in the construction

(a) C 00i only containspi. In that case, we removepi, recursively label the remaining points,
then come back to labelpi itself. Becausepj andpk are at least one diagonal away frompi, their labels will not includepi and we can always place a labeling square atpi without
intersecting the labels ofpj andpk.

(b) C 00i containspi and one more point.Let this additional point bepj. Thus we havepi
andpj in C 00i , pk in C 0i but notC 00i , andpl in Ci, but notC 0i. If pl is at least 3 diagonals
away frompi, we can treat this case exactly like sub-case (c) below. Thusassume thatpl is less than three diagonals away. We proceed much as in case (2) above: we removepi, recursively label the remaining points, then return to label pi. The labeling square ofpj might containpi; in that case, we rotate it to a position where it does not intersect the
labeling square ofpk and does not containpi. (Given the constraints defining this case,
one can verify that such a position can always be computed.)
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Then we place a square atpi; since there are at most two constraints, i.e., the labeling
squares ofpj andpk, this can be done in constant time.

(c) C 00i containspi and two more points.In this case, we remove all three points at once,
recursively label all remaining points, and then proceed tolabel our three points. The
only constraint on the labels ofpi, pj , andpk is due to the labeling square ofpl. Note
that the labeling square ofpl cannot include any of the three points to be labeled and thus
need not be altered. It is now a simple matter to place labeling squares for all three points.

4. C 0i containspi and three more points.By the same reasoning as in case 1, the labeling of the
four points cannot affect the labeling of any other point ofS, because all other points ofS are
at least two diagonals away. We know that we can label any subset of four isolated points with
arbitrarily large squares; in particular, we can label our subset with squares of the desired size.
Thus our procedure removes all four points, recursively labels the remaining points, then labels
the four points as discussed.

This recursive procedure starts by computingD5(S), which takesO(n logn) time. At each step
in the recursion, the work done is constant, so that the procedure runs in linear time after determin-
ing D5(S). Overall, then, our approximation procedure runs inO(n log n) time. Combining these
observations with Theorem 5.2, we get our main result for MLUS.

Theorem 5.4 The MLUS problem can be approximated to within a factor of 8p2= sin(�=10)
in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of features to be labeled.

6 Map Labeling With Uniform Circles (MLUC)

Let R? denote the size of the circles in the optimal solution of the problem MLUC. We derive an
upper bound for this size as a function ofD3(S), much in the same fashion as we bounded the size of
squares as a function ofD5(S). The basic approach is similar: we consider just three points forming
a set of diameterD3 and bound the size of the circle as a function ofD3; larger sets of points must
yield circles that are no larger. By arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we can
show the following.

Lemma 6.1 A set of three points with diameter D3 has optimal labeling circles of size R? �(2 +p3) �D3.
Proof: The three circles must be tangent to each other—otherwise we can shift them so as to have
them all non-tangent, at which point we can increase the diameter of each. The three points in the set
form a triangle nested inside the area delimited by the threecircles; the smallest triangle that can be
fit within this area, with one vertex on each circle, is an equilateral triangle, as shown in Figure 4. It
is easily verified that the ratio of the diameter of the circle(the side of the outer equilateral triangle
formed by the centers of the circle) to the sideD3 of the inner equilateral triangle is(2 +p3).
Theorem 6.2 A set S of points has maximum uniform labeling circles of diameter R� �(2 +p3) �D3(S).
Let Ci denote the circle centered at pointpi 2 S with radiusD3(S)� , where� > 2 is a constant. By
Lemma 4.5,Ci contains at most two points, includingpi itself; let pj be the other point. Note thatCi, Cj, and their intersection all contain exactly two points, namely pi andpj.
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Figure 4: The largest labeling circles for 3 points

We now present our approximation procedure; as in the MLUS problem, we state a theorem
describing our procedure and give the procedure itself as a proof.

Lemma 6.3 Given a set S of points to be labeled with uniform circles, there exists a set of
circular labels, each of size R0 � D3(S)2� .

The proof is quite simple. Note thatCi can contain at most two points, saypi andpj. We can label

these points with circles of diameterD3(S)2� that are centered on the linepipj and are placed opposite
each other, avoiding the central segmentpipj; by construction, these circles cannot intersect circles
attached to points outsideCi.
Proof: ConsiderCi, which contains bothpi andpj (obviously, ifCi contains just one point, we

can label it and proceed). We labelpi andpj with circles of diameterD3(S)2� ; these circles have their
centers on the linepipj and are placed opposite each other, avoiding the central segmentpipj, as
illustrated in Figure 5. Clearly, these circles do no intersect. Any labeling circle associated with a
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pi pj

Figure 5: How to label points in MLUC

third point pk cannot intersect either circle, becausepk is outside bothCi andCj and thus at leastD3(S)� away frompi andpj , which is twice the diameter of the labeling circles.
Using the results of [EE94], we can computeD3(S) in O(n logn) time. We can determine

the nearest neighbor of each point (thepj for our pi) in O(n log n) time using standard techniques.
Placing the labeling circles takes constant time per circle. Thus our approximation algorithm runs
in O(n logn) time overall. Combining these observations with Theorem 6.2, we get our main result
about MLUC.
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Theorem 6.4 The MLUC problem can be approximated to within a factor of 4(2 + p3) inO(n log n) time, where n is the number of features to be labeled.

7 A Bicriteria Approximation Algorithm

We now consider the variant of the map-labeling problem in which a few point features are allowed
to remain unlabeled. We present a polynomial-time approximation scheme for this problem. Define a
(bicriteria) polynomial-time(�; �)-approximation algorithm for the MLUS problem as a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm that finds a placement of at least � circles such that the size of each
circle is at least� times the size of a circle in an optimal solution that places circles at each point.
Such an algorithm is a bicriteria approximation, governed by � and�.

The basic idea behind our approximation algorithm is to construct a number of geometric inter-
section graphs and solve the maximum independent set problem for each of the graphs. We then
argue that a good approximate solution for the map-labelingproblem is given by the solution to one
of the graphs. We first consider a restriction of the MLUS problem in which each square must be
placed so that its sides are parallel to the axes; call this problem MLUS-AP.

An undirected graph is asquare graphif and only if its vertices can be put in one-to-one corre-
spondence with uniformly-sized squares in the plane in sucha way that two vertices are joined by an
edge if and only if the corresponding squares intersect. (Weassume that tangent squares intersect.)
For any fixed� > 0, we say that a square graph is a�-precision square graphif the centers of any
two squares are separated by at least� times the size of a square.

We note that the recognition problem for square graphs was recently shown to be NP-hard in
[BK93]; i.e., finding if a given graph represented using adjacency matrix (or adjacency list) repre-
sentation can be realized as a square graph is “hard.” But forour purposes, the square graph shall be
specified using a geometric representation.

We first discuss the relationship between MLUS-AP problem and the problem of finding a maxi-
mum independent set (MIS) in a set of squares (square graph).Suppose, for a moment that we know
the size the optimal squares for the MLUS-AP problem. Furthermore, let us suppose, we also know
the position of each point feature on the corresponding square’s boundary. It is clear that these squares
are non-intersecting (i.e form an independent set in the corresponding square graph). But we do not
know (i) the optimal size of the squares and (ii) the positionof the feature on the square. We solve
these problems as follows. The optimal size of the squares isno more thanD5(S) and hence by doing
a search over the range[0;D5(S)] using steps of(1 + �) we can find a good estimate of the optimal
size. As for the position of the point on the square, we once again discretize the possible positions
the point can be. This will roughly be1� and is a polynomial for each� > 0. The final problem we
need to tackle is that of finding an independent set in a squaregraph. The maximum independent set
problem is well known to be NP-hard [GJ79], even when restricted to square graphs. But as shown
in [HM+95], given a geometric specification of the squares, the MIS problem has a polynomial-time
approximation scheme. We use this to find a near optimal collection of non-overlapping squares to
be placed at the feature points.

We reduce the MLUS-AP problem to that of finding maximum independent sets for a number of
squares graphs. Specifically, given an instanceS of MLUS-AP, we constructO(log 2D5(S)) square
graphs, each of size polynomial inS. For each square graph thus created, we obtain an approximate
solution to the Maximum Independent Set problem—for which apolynomial-time approximation
scheme is known to exist in a variety of geometric graphs [HM+95].

We recall some basic definitions and results before we state the algorithm.
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Definition 7.1 For any fixed � > 0, consider a finite set of unit squares in the plane where
the centers of any two disks are at least � apart.

A �-precision unit square graphG(V;E) corresponding to the above set of unit disks is
defined as follows: The vertices of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of unit
squares and two vertices are joined by an edge iff the corresponding squares intersect.

The definition of�-precision unit disk graphs and other regular polygons is similar. Our definition
of �-precision unit square (disk) graphs is motivated by two observations. First, our reduction to unit
sqaure graphs obtained by discretization of the possible positions for a label naturally defines a�-
precision unit sqaure graph. Second, practical problems, when modeled as problems on unit disk
graphs, seldom have unit disk centers placed in a continuousfashion. For example, in VLSI designs,� is a parameter determined by the fabrication process. It canbe seen that grid graphs1 are�-precision
unit disk graphs, for any0 < � � 2. Also, each unit disk graph is a�-precision unit disk graph for
some0 < � � 2. It is also easy to see that�-precision unit disk graphs need not be planar. We also
recall the concept of graphs drawn in a civilized manner; several extensions described subsequently
use this concept.

Definition 7.2 [Te91] For each pair of reals r > 0 and s > 0, a graph G can be drawn in Rd
in an (r; s)-civilized manner if its vertices can be mapped to points in Rd so that

1. the length of each edge is � r, and

2. the distance between any two points is � s.
Theorem 7.3 [HM+95] For all fixed r; s � 0, given a graph drawn in an (r; s) civilized manner,
there are polynomial time approximation schemes for the problem MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT

SET.

It can be seen that for any� > 0, a�-precision unit disk graph can be drawn in a(2; �)-civilized
manner. Thus, Theorem 7.3 also yields approximation schemes for a number of problems for�-
precision unit disk graphs.

Theorem 7.4 For any fixed � > 0, given an instance S of n points of MLUS-AP, ALGORITHM

LABEL finds a placement of at least (1 � �) � n squares of size at least 11+� � OPT , whereOPT denotes the size of the squares in an optimal solution.

Proof: SinceOPT � 2D5(S), there exists some iterationk0 such that(1 + �)k0 � OPT �(1 + �)k0+1. By the construction of the square graph in Step 2a, it is clear that the optimal solution to
the independent set problem for the set of squaresSk0 hasn elements; thus Step 2b finds a placement
of mk0 � (1��) �n squares. Since we choose the largestk that gives a placement of at least(1��) �n
squares, it follows that the size of the squares in iterationk� is at least(1 + �)k0 � 2�(1 + �)k0 . The
second term in the expression arises due to the discretization of the possible positions at which the
square could be placed. Thus we have(1 + �)k0 � 2�(1 + �)k0 � (1 + �)k0(1� 2�) � (1� 2�)(1 + �) �OPT:

1A grid graph is a unit disk graph in which all the centers have coordinates that are even integers.
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ALGORITHM LABEL:� Input: A set of pointsfp1; : : : ; png in the plane and an accuracy requirement� > 0.� Output: A placement of isothetic (axis-parallel) squaresS1; : : : ; Sm, such thatpi lies on the
boundary of squareSi and the squaresSi are disjoint,m � (1� �) � n, and the size of each
square is at least 1(1+�) times the optimal solution.� Procedure:

1. Letr denote the smallest integer such that(1 + �)r � 2D5(S).
2. Fork  1 to r do

(a) Construct a square graph, with squares of size(1 + �)k � (1 + �), as follows. Letq = d1� e. On each side place marks� � 2D5(S) apart and label these marks by
indicesn1; : : : ; n4q. For each pointpi and each marknj, place a copy of a square
in four ways so that marknj coincides withpi. Denote the set of squares thus
obtained bySk = fS1; : : : ; S4qng.

(b) Solve the Maximum Independent Set problem for the set of squaresSk using the
algorithm of [HM+95]; letmk be the size of the independent set returned by the
algorithm.

3. Letk� denote the largest value ofk obeyingmk � (1� �) � n.

4. The solution output by the heuristic consists of the placement in iterationk�.
Theorem 7.5 For any fixed � > 0, our algorithm runs in O(n logD5(S)) time.

Proof: Observe that, for each fixed� > 0, the number of squares inSk is dn� e = O(n). The
maximum value ofr is O(logD5(S)). Steps 2a and 2b takeO(n) time for each iteration, since, for
each fixed�, we obtain a�-precision square graph withn squares. The algorithm of [HM+95] runs in
linear time. All other steps take constant time. Note thatlogD5(S) is bounded by a polynomial in
the input size, since it is the logarithm of a distance between two points given (by their coordinates)
in the input.

For the case of the map labeling problem of [FW91], we can further reduce the running time
by observing that we have only four possible positions for placing each square. Also note that our
algorithms extend to the case when we are allowed to place uniform rectangles at each point feature.
Indeed, although the basic idea is quite simple, it is very general and extends to a large number of
variants of the map labeling problem, some of which we sketchbelow.

1. Arbitrary orientation: We have already discretized (through the system of marks) the position
of the point on the boundary of the labeling square; to handlearbitrary orientation, we also
discretize the angle of the labeling square with the horizontal axis. Specifically, we divide
the2� radians in discrete subangles of�, thus yielding2�=� possible angular positions. The
algorithm otherwise proceeds as outlined in the case of MLUS-AP, albeit with higher running-
time factors.

2. Circles and other regular polygons:The algorithm can easily be extended to other regular
polygons. (The algorithm of [HM+95] works on many variations of geometric graphs, not just
square graphs.) It can also be applied with a slight modification to circles: we then use the
maximum independent set algorithm for unit disk graphs given in [HM+95].
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3. Placement with non-uniform squares:Assume that different-sized squares can be used under
the condition that the ratio of the sides of the largest to thesmallest square be bounded (a
reasonable aesthetic requirement). In Step 2a, we place squares of different sizes at each point:(1 + �)r denotes the size of the smallest square and other squares arescaled as required by the
problem. In Step 2b we again solve the maximum independent set problem for the induced
graph. This time, we use the algorithm given in [HM+95] to finda large independent set for(p; q)-civilized graphs.

4. Placement for weighted case:
The ideas also extend to the case, when certain positions aregiven more weight than others
– the resulting case is one way to model preferences among thevarious positions of placing
a label. The result follows by observing that the weighted independent set problem for�-
precision unit square graphs has a polynomial time approximation scheme [HM+95].

5. Placement of labels with same height:Recently [ABS97] have considered placement of labels
that all have the same height. The problem is motivated labeling problems for scientific ap-
plications (see [ABS97] for more details. Our results extend naturally to this case also. The
original algorithm given in [HM+95] although described forunit squares can be extended to
handle this case also. The result follows by observing the following:

(a) The set of rectangles (with same height) can be partitioned into disjoint sets by horizontal
lines spaced appropriately apart (depending on the required performance).

(b) The intersection graph induced by the set of rectangles whose center lies between two
consecutive horizontal lines that arek units apart have treewidthf(k) that is independent
of n. The treewidth depends on the discretization factor used.

The result also extends to the case of ellipses with a boundedminor (or major) axis. The details
are similar and thus omitted.

6. Placement for vertices of a graph:
Consider a generalization of the map labeling problem in which we are given a graph in
the plane and we wish to label the vertices of the graph. The labels must be mutually non-
intersecting and must not intersect the the edges of the graph. In such a case, we do the
following: every time we construct a square graph, we removethose squares that overlap with
any of the edges. The algorithm is otherwise similar and can also be extended to partial overlap
of the squares.

7. Placement for rectilinear line features:Our approximation algorithm extends to labeling line
features in which the line segments are rectilinear. We willdiscuss this in detail in the next
section.

8 Labeling a Rectilinear Map

In this section we study the problem of how to label a rectilinear map. As discussed in Section 3 each
line segment can be labeled in one of three possible ways. We say that a rectangle is avalid label for
a line segment if the rectangle is positioned in exactly one of three possible ways with respect to the
line segment; among other things, a valid label has as lengththe length of the segment it labels and
we refer to its other dimension as its width.
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Definition 8.1 An instance of the problem of Rectilinear Segment Labeling (RSL) consists
of n rectilinear line segments (features) in the plane and a positive integer bound B. The
question is whether there exists a placement for n rectangles, each of width B, such that� no two rectangles intersect; and� each rectangle is a valid label for a distinct segment.

We first present an optimal�(n log n) time algorithm for the case when all segments are horizontal
and then present an approximation algorithm for the generalproblem.

8.1 An Optimal Solution for Horizontal Segments

Let then horizontal segments be denotedsi, 1 � i � n; without loss of generality, we assume that
no two segments have the samey-coordinates. Thevertical neighborsof a segmentsi are those seg-
ments that are first hit bysi whensi is translated vertically. It is well known that the set of relations
“is a vertical neighbor of” (also called a trapezoidal decomposition or a vertical visibility map, i.e.,
VVM) can be computed inO(n log n) time, e.g., through simple scanning (as was first observed by
Bentley and Ottmann [BO79]). The resulting map, which we shall call the VVM, is linear in size
and can be used for point location in logarithmic time. We shall assume that the map has guards,
i.e., segments with a left endpoint left of alln input segments and a right endpoint right of all input
segments, with one segment above all others and another below all others.

Let rWa (s), rWb (s), andrWm (s) denote the rectangles of widthW placed respectively above, below,
and across horizontal segments, and letrecW (s) denote the set of all three possible rectangles.

Lemma 8.2 Let si and sj be two segments such that neither is a vertical neighbor of the
other. If the optimal width of labels is W , then recW (s1) will not first intersect recW (s2) and
vice versa.

Proof: Since neither segment is vertically adjacent to the other,there must exist segmentssk andsl
such thatsk is the first neighbor ofsi when translated towardsj andsl the first neighbor ofsl when
translated towardsi. If any member inrecW (si) intersects any member inrecW (sj) then either
some elements inrecW (si) has already intersected some elements inrecW (sk) or some elements inrec(sj) has already intersected some elements inrecW (sl).

While rather obvious, this lemma has an important corollary: the number of potential intersec-
tions among labeling rectangles that we need to consider isO(n). Consider the directed acyclic graphG = (V;E) where each node corresponds to a segment and there is an edge from vertexsi to sj if
there is a vertical visibility edge between segmentssi andsj andsi is belowsj (i.e., in the visibility
map make the vertical visibility edges directed upwards).G hasn vertices andO(n) edges and can
be topologically ordered inO(n) time; let the ordering of the nodes bes0, s2, . . . ,sn+1, wheres0 andsn+1 are the two guards. For each segmentsi, we maintain three variables,Wi1, Wi2, andWi3, with
the following interpretation: after having processed segmentsi, Wik is the largest possible height of
a feasible solution among all (transitively closed) predecessors ofsi, subject to the constraint that
segmentsi is in statek. Initially we set allWik’s to infinity. Processingsj takesO(1) time per
incoming edge from a predecessor segmentsi. Using the quantitiesWi1, Wi2, andWi3, we updateWj1, Wj2, andWj3 in O(1) time as follows; we usedij to denote the vertical distance betweensi
andsj.� Wj1 = minfWj1;maxfx1; x2; x3gg

wherex1 = minfWi1; dijg, x2 = minfWi2; 2dij=3g, andx3 = minfWi3; dij=2g.
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wherey1 = minfWi1; 2dijg, y2 = minfWi2; dijg, andy3 = minfWi3; 2dij=3g.� Wj3 = minfWj3;maxfz1; z2; z3gg
wherez1 = Wi1, z2 = minfWi2; 2dijg, andz3 = minfWi3; dijg.

These formulas are self-explanatory. After processingsn+1 (the second guard) the optimal solutionvopt is equal toWn3. We can thus state the first of two main results about the RSL problem.

Theorem 8.3 The problem of labeling a set of horizontal segments can be solved optimally
in O(n log n) time, which is optimal in the algebraic decision tree model of computation.

Proof: The upper bound follows easily from the above discussion. We use a linear time reduction
from the Min-Gap problem ofn reals, which is known to have a lower bound of
(n log n) under the
algebraic decision tree model of computation[BO83], to show that computing the optimal valuevopt
when alln segments are horizontal, has the same lower bound.

Givenn realsY = fy1; :::; yng. The segments are constructed such that the two endpoints of
them have the same x-coordinates. (In other words, all segments are placed in the same vertical slab.)
We simply construct two segments corresponding to eachyi: one with y-coordinateyi + �, the other
one with y-coordinateyi��. We thus have a total of2n segments. Since� is independent ofy1; :::; yn
and can be set arbitrarily small, to maximize the height of the labeling rectangles each segment can-
not be the center of a labeling rectangle (i.e., each one mustbe either the top or the bottom edge of
the labeling rectangle).

Clearly, jyj � ykj is the Min-Gap ofY = fy1; :::; yng if and only if the maximum height of the
labeling rectangles is(jyj � ykj � 2�)=2. If there is someyj = yk, i.e., the Min-Gap ofY is zero, the
maximum height of the labeling rectangles is�.
8.2 An Approximation Solution for the General Problem

If we allow two of the three possible placements for a label (excluding the placement athwart the
segment), then the problem can be modelled as a series of 2SATproblems and solved inO(n2) time[FW91]. Denote the optimal solution to this restricted version of the problem byv� and denote the
optimal solution to our version (with three choices of placement allowed) byvopt.
Theorem 8.4 vopt=v� � 2.

Proof: Consider the solution of optimal valuevopt. For each rectangle in states 1 or 3, shrink its
width to half. For each rectangle in state 2, simply remove one of its halves to make it a rectangle in
state 1 or 3 with half its original width. Clearly the new solution is a valid labeling of valuevopt=2
in which all rectangles are in state 1 or 3 only. Since the algorithm finds the best solution under
this restriction, we must havev� � vopt=2. It is easy to construct an example where this bound is
achieved. We leave this as a simple exercise for the readers.

9 Other Extensions

In a recent paper [ABS97] considered thelabel placement problem— the problem of placing a
largest possible set of labels from among a set of candidate label configurations. It is clear from
the discussions in the preceding sections that the MAXIMUM INDEPENDENTSET problem for set of
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geometric objects is the same as thelabel placement problemconsidered in [ABS97]. As a result, we
note that the approximation algorithms and schemes for the independent set problem for geometric
objects given in [HM+95, MB+95] yield efficient solutions tothe label placement problemin two
general cases, namely (i) a 5-approximation algorithm for the case when the labels are circular and
of different sizes, (ii) polynomial time approximation schemes for the case when all the labels are
squares of the same size, or other regular polygons.

Our comments are also applicable to the labeling of rectilinear label placement problem consid-
ered earlier; as these simply correspond to placing labels that are rectangular boxes.

10 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a number of approximation algorithms for variants of map labeling problems.
One of the major questions regarding this paper is the computational complexity of the MLUS and
MLUC problems. Are they NP-complete? Is approximating themwithin an arbitrarily small factor
NP-hard? And are our approximation guarantees the best possible with reasonable running times? A
more general and more realistic (but also much harder) problem can be formulated as follows: given a
graph embedded in the plane, derive a labeling of the vertices (under the same conditions as examined
in this paper) such that no label intersects any edge in the graph. We note that the general problem in
Section 8, was recently shown to be polynomially solvable (inO(n2 log n) time) [PZC97].
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